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Noob Stone Question.
Posted by JDS - 02 Jul 2012 02:40

_____________________________________

1st post in here... hmmmm? Hope I'm in the right place, lol.

Just joined, new to sharpening/WEPS. Just curious about stone selection for my first kit.

I am in an industry that puts me in contact with many types of people/knives from kitchen, EDC's even
gardening shears. Would like to start a sharpening business and capitalize (although I realize I have A
LOT to learn/practice first). I have thrown out the idea and actually have clientele even though I don't
even own a sharpening system yet or know what I'm doing, LOL!

I'm the type to do things right the first time and don't mind spending a little if it's right, so considering I
would like to possibly do this semi-professionally, would the standard diamonds/paste w/maybe the
addition of the 1200/1600 ceramics be acceptable or what would a &quot;professional&quot; kit consist
of to focus mainly on Kitchen (not super high end)and EDC's/Folders (moderate to exotic metals)?
Would an entire set of Ceramics be necessary or only on the finer grits (1200+) and how fine to go, like
would finer than say 5K be overkill? I realize the more the better/more versatile so I guess I'm asking
what the basic spectrum would be to do some to do some decent sharpening.

I've been reading all I can but need a little direction, would like to order and start my journey.

Thanks for any info.
============================================================================

Re: Noob Stone Question.
Posted by JDS - 06 Jul 2012 16:44

_____________________________________

Thank you for the quick and personal responses and explanations. Really makes a difference in my
ordering a WE. Interesting to know about the stones, makes sense now.

I'm sure this is on here somewhere, but I've been reading non stop for weeks so I'll just ask now... so
what is the equivalent of the 1200/1600 ceramics? And again, why the huge jump from 1000 to paste
w/the kit?
============================================================================
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Re: Noob Stone Question.
Posted by PhilipPasteur - 06 Jul 2012 17:00
_____________________________________

This may answer that question for you:

wickededgeusa.com/index.php?option=com_c...eneral&amp;Itemid=46

Here is another real good comparison chart:

www.bladeforums.com/forums/showthread.ph...d-Unified-Grit-Chart

Just re-reading your question, I did not address the question about the gap between the 1000 grit
stones and the diamond pastes that come with the kit. I think this is the result of all of the experience that
Clay has with the system. We can pursue mirror, hanging hair splitting edges, and we do, becuse they
are neat and just getting there gives a sense or real accomplishment. The problem with this type of edge
is that it is not all that great for many everyday tasks. If you will check out the knife DB you will see many
people that stop at the 1000 grit stones and polish with one of the diamond pastes. This will give a very
good utility edge that will cut food, cardboard, tape, rope and whittle wood very well while lasting well.
You get the slight toothiness while polishing and refining the edge with the diamond compound. Many
report that you will still shave arm hair and be able to push cut at this level. In short, a pretty darn good
all around edge.

I think that, at some point you have to make a decision what the best kit for the average user will be and
sell that. All of the options are still out there if you want them. So you fill in later if you find that you need
to.

Phil
============================================================================
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